
 

Hobart 17 August 2014 

 

RACE  1 : This is a very tough stand start affair to kick off the night’s racing. KARALTA DAZZLER (5) is 

in career best form and was a very easy winner last week against similar company. He does begin 

safely so if finds the lead will take plenty of running down. GOOD BEGINNINGS (6) was a good 

winner last time in where he was driven a treat to win well. He begins safely so will settle handy so 

has a good hope. LICKYALIPS (12) resumes here off a solid trial on Monday night. He comes off the 

20m mark but if begins safely and can get a cart into the race will be in the finish. MARGIN GIRL (8) is 

getting close to a win and will appreciate the 10m mark here so has to be kept safe. SCRUFFY JAKE 

(7) and ON THE DEUCE (9) have both been around the mark of late so are a must for the exotics. 

GOSH HEZA REBEL (11) will appreciate the drop back to this class so with the right run can be 

dangerous at odds. PADDYS ACE (2) and SPRINGFIELD TATTOO (3) are next best. 

TOP PICK : KARALTA DAZZLER (5) is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS : LICKYALIPS (12) at his best will be a big danger along with MARGIN GIRL (8). 

ROUGHIE : GOSH HEZA REBEL (11) has a hope with the right run. 

RATINGS :  5 – 6 8 12 – 7 9 11 – 2 3 – 1 4 10 13 

 

RACE 2 : This is a good 3CO/C1. There will be a bit of pace on early so may suit the backmarkers. 

ROCKBANK DANCER (9) had no luck last week when was hitting the line strongly after getting into 

trouble around the corner so will take holding out here. STONER RAINBOW (8) was in that same race 

and got into more trouble than ROCKBANK DANCER (9) so if can get off the pegs and get to the 

outside he will take plenty of holding out. WHO IS HARDEEN (7) ran second in that race. He will look 

to push forward and if finds the spot outside the leader will be right in the finish. NOBEER NOFEAR 

(3) is a smart filly resuming but will not find this easy. She may be able to find the lead so has an 

each way chance. MAILIE ROSA (1) resumed with a very good run last week. She draws much better 

here and if can take advantage of the draw will be thereabouts. NOTEWORTHY LOMBO (10) is 

another nearing a win so look for him to be finishing the race off well. FLYLIKA HAWK (4) and 

STRANGE CONDUCT (5) are next best. 

TOP PICK : ROCKBANK DANCER (9) look’s a good gamble here. 

DANGERS : STONER RAINBOW (9) will take plenty of holding out so is the danger along with WHO IS 

HARDEEN (7). 

ROUGHIE : NOTEWORTHY LOMBO (10) will be double figure odds and can win. 

RATINGS :  9 – 7 8 – 1 3 10 – 4 5 – 2 6 11 

 



 

RACE  3 : This is the first of three C1/C2 races. ANGELA DE MARCO (3) has been racing very well of 

late. She draws well and will look to push forward to make a play for the top and if don’t find will be 

happy to sit parked so either way she will be hard to beat. MISTER RYANJACK (8) never really got a 

crack at them in a tougher race than this. He will be looking to get off the pegs and if gets the right 

run into the race will take plenty of holding out. THE FAMILY GUY (9) hit the line very strongly last 

week in a very good last half. He draws to get a good run through here so look for him to be in the 

finish. GAVRAIL (5) was a very good winner last start in where he got the run he likes so if gets a 

similar one where tonight can get over the top of these. RAMPLESTILTSKIN (4) has been consistent of 

late so is a must for the exotics as is ME MATE LES (2) who has drawn well. BYMARJAC (6) is another 

racing well but will have to go back from the draw but is still capable of a place as is FRANCO 

SEELSTER (1) from the pole.  

TOP PICK : ANGELA DE MARCO (3) this is her toughest test to date but still look’s hard to beat. 

DANGERS : MISTER RYANJACK (8) just needs a little luck to be a huge danger along with THE FAMILY 

GUY (9). 

ROUGHIE : BYMARJAC (6) will get out to good odds and can surprise. 

RATINGS :  3 – 8 9 – 2 4 5 6 – 1 7 

 

RACE  4 : This is a race for the two year olds. JOHN SNOW (2) has been good at his two starts to date. 

He has drawn well and if finds the top will take plenty of running down. IDEN MAKIN TIME (10) is 

another getting very close to a win. She will be put into the race at some stage so is a danger. FERAL 

TRACY (3) had every chance last week but does draw well here so has to be a chance. BE GOOD 

FRANKLIN (1) has drawn the pole so will get every chance as does have a bit of gate speed then will 

have a couple of options so is a must include. THIRLSTANE KING (5) is a well related first starter so 

will pay to keep safe. WHELANSWISH (4) , SOEZETOCEE (7) , MASTER PAIGE (8) and MARAVILLOSO 

(9) all have a hope for the minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : JOHN SNOW (2) gets his chance to breakthrough here. 

DANGERS : IDEN MAKIN TIME (10) will be a huge danger here along with BE GOOD FRANKLIN (1). 

ROUGHIE :  MASTER PAIGE (8) can run a place from the draw. 

RATINGS : 2 – 1 3 10 – 4 5 7 8 9 –  6 

 

 

RACE  5 : This is a very good C3/C4. MAYBE RAMA (2) was very good when sitting parked and going 

down narrowly in 1:58 last start. He has drawn well here so with a repeat run will be hard to beat. 

GIULIANI (6) should be ready to produce his best here after two runs back from a break. He will push 

forward to look for the breeze and try and dictate from there so will be the one to beat. 



ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1) is in career best form and draws to be very dangerous here at good odds. EL 

JAYS MAGIC (10) will find this a bit easier than latest run but has to contend with the back row draw 

but still is a leading chance. LUCKY DAVE (8) will settle three pegs so is a must for the exotics as is GO 

LIKA SAAB LOMBO (4) , PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (5) and PUNT ROAD DISCO (9) who won well last 

start courtesy off a great drive. 

TOP PICK : GIULIANI (6) smart type who will be the hardest to beat. 

 DANGERS : MAYBE RAMA (2) if repeats latest run is a huge danger along with EL JAYS MAGIC (10). 

ROUGHIE : ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1) can win this at good odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 1 2 10 - 4 5 8 9 – 3 7 

 

RACE  6 : This is a very tough CO. REALLY FAYFAY (6) should be ready to produce her best here. She 

was gate speed and i’m sure they will push forward early and if found the breeze or the top will be 

hard to beat. EMS CHOICE (4) has been thereabouts of late and gets into a very winnable race here 

so is a good hope. ABOYCALLEDSU (5) is another that has been racing well and just needs a bit of 

luck to be a winning chance. EBABE (7) has had plenty of chances but is always around the mark so 

can’t be dismissed entirely. BLITZEMGAMBLE (3) and ROCKET SEAL (9) are another couple that need 

to be included in the exotics. THESAURUS (8) battled away well on debut and with natural 

improvement can sneak a place. 

TOP PICK : REALLY FAYFAY (6) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS : ABOYCALLEDSU (5) is racing well so is the danger along with EMS CHOICE (4). 

ROUGHIE :  ROCKET SEAL (9) can sneak a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 4 5 – 1 2 3 7 8 9  

 

RACE  7 : This is another C1/C2 and a very tough one at that. ISLAND DISCO (3) is a more than handy 

mare when at her best. She has been freshened up for this so from the draw expect her to take 

plenty of holding out. BONA FIDE HUSTLER (6) is very well in here with the claim so with any luck 

from the draw will take beating. SKYMAKER (1) has drawn well so if can take advantage from the 

pole has winning claims. BETA BOLT (8) draws to get the right run three pegs so if the runs come will 

be dangerous. SMOKIN MUSTARD (7) hit the line strongly last start. He draws at ouch wide so will 

need a bit of luck to get into the race but can win if gets it. LUKE PETER (2) is racing well and draws 

to be handy so has to be included in everything. DENVERADO (9) can sneak a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : ISLAND DISCO (3) if at her best will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : BONA FIDE HUSTLER (6) will be a danger along with SKYMAKER (1). 

ROUGHIE : BETA BOLT (8) with a little luck can win at odds. 



RATINGS : 3 – 1 6 7 – 2 8 – 4 5 9 

 

RACE  8 : This is the free for all for the night. DEVENDRA (3) was a solid winner last week in similar 

company from the tapes he is back to the mobile tonight and draws well. He should be able to zoom 

to the lead and with not a lot of pressure is clearly the one to beat. OUR MELS DREAM (6) chased 

hard last week in that same race and back to the mobile suits. He has a bit of gate speed so may be 

interesting early but either way is a danger. OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (8) has drawn to get a good 

run through and if his close he will be hitting the line strongly so has a chance. GREYSTEEL (4) he can 

cross on his ear if they want too so he can make it interesting as well. UDOIT (5) has been 

thereabouts in this company of late so is must for the exotics. STAR CHAMBER (2) is up in class here 

but draws well and can sprint quickly so will pay to keep safe. SLICK BROMAC (7) is another that can 

fill a first four placing. KINKY BOOTS (1) resumes from a lengthy break and may just pay to watch 

here. 

TOP PICK : DEVENDRA (3) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : OUR MELS DREAM (6) racing well so is a big danger along with OUR CHAIN OF 

COMMAND (8). 

ROUGHIE : GREYSTEEL (4) will run a much improved race here. 

RATINGS : 3 – 6 8 – 2 4 5 7 - 1 

 

RACE  9: This is another C1/C2 and another tough one at that. JUFFS CROSSING (9) will find this 

much easier is latest run. He did win in similar company two runs back so if you go on that will take 

plenty of beating here. PODARKES (1) draws the pole again and should be ready to do something so 

will pay to keep safe. TERROR JONES (4) has been just behind the placings of late so will not be 

surprised if runs a much improved race. IVE GOT OOMPH (5) led the three wide line up last week and 

battled away ok so if can be a bit handier here can win. FUJI FRED (3) and TANGO TERRIFIC (7) have 

had a stable change so will pay to keep safe as at their best would be competitive. BILLABONG 

BERTIE (2) and GRINABLE (8) are handy when at their best so an improved performance would not 

surprise. 

TOP PICK : JUFFS CROSSING (9) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS :IVE GOT OOMPH (5) if runs up to last run is a danger along with PODARKES (1). 

ROUGHIE : TERROR JONES (4) can run an improved race here. 

RATINGS : 9 – 1 4 5 8 – 2 3 7 - 6 

 

RACE  10 : This is the claimer off the night. SKY TOWER (8) has been racing well and draws to get a 

good run through so will settle handy so is a leading chance. MELPARK MAESTRO (6) is a free running 

type who will make sure they run along at a good tempo so he may be able to out tough them. THE 



ADRIATIC (3) is first up for the new stable and draws well. He does have gate speed so may be first to 

the pegs so has to be an each way hope. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (7) is new to the claiming ranks and 

despite drawing the top of the track is not without a hope. BABYITSU (2) was a good winner from the 

tapes. He draws well here and will get every chance so is another with a hope. FINAL CHAMPION (5) 

if saved up the last crack at them will hit the line hard. 

TOP PICK : SKY TOWER (8) will get a good run here so can win. 

DANGERS : MELPARK MAESTRO (6) is the obvious danger along with BABYITSU (2) who draws well. 

ROUGHIE : THE ADRIATIC (3) can run a race at odds here. 

RATINGS : 8 – 6 – 2 3 5 7 – 1 4 

 


